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The mechanisms
of 17 earthquakeson the mid-oceanicridgesand their continentalextensionswereinvestigatedusingdata from the World-WideStandardized
Seismograph
Network
of the U.S. Coastand GeodeticSurveyand from otherlong-period
seismograph
instruments.

Mechanism
solutions
of highprecision
cannowbe obtainedfor a largenumberof earthquakes
with magnitudesas small as 6 in many areasof the world. Lessthan 1% of the data usedin

this studyare inconsistent
with a quadrantdistributionof first motionsof the phasesP and
PKP; in many previous investigations15 to 20% of the data were often inconsistentwith the
publishedsolutions.Ten of the earthquakesthat were studied occurredon fracture zonesthat
intersect the crest of the mid-oceanicridge. The mechanismof each of the shocksthat is

locatedon a fracturezoneis characterized
by a predominance
of strike-slipmotion on a
steeplydippingplane;the strikeof oneof the nodalplanesfor P wavesis nearlycoincident
with the strike of the fracture zone. The se.
nse of strike-slipmotion in each of the ten solu-

tionsis in agreement
with that predictedfor transformfaults; it is oppositeto that expected
for a simpleoffsetof the ridge crestalongthe variousfracturezones.The spatial distribution of earthquakes
alongfracturezonesalsoseemsto rule out the hypothesis
of simpleoffset.
Two well documented
solutionsfor earthquakes
that are locatedon the mid-Atlanticridge
but that do not appearto be locatedon fracturezonesare characterized
by a predominance
of normal faulting. The mechanismsof four earthquakes on extensionsof the mid-oceanic

ridgesystem---one
near northernSiberiaand three in East Africa--are alsocharacterized
by
a predominanceof normal faulting. The inferred axes of maximum tension for these six events

are approximatelyperpendicularto the strike of the mid-oceanicridge system.The resultsare
in agreement
with hypotheses
of sea-floorgrowthat the crestof the mid-oceanic
ridgesystem.
INTRODUCTION

fault displacements
as great as 1000km IVacquiet,
1962;
Menard,
1965]. Nevertheless,
sevThe discoveryof a large number of fracture
eral
probIems
are
raised
about
interpretations
zoneson the mid-oceanicridges [Menard, 1955,
1965, 1966; Heezen and Tharp, 1961, 1965a] of this type. The inferredmagnitudeand sense
of displacement
are not alwaysconstantalong
has led to a renewed interest in the existence of
a
given
fracture
zone[Menard,1965; Talwani
large horizontaldisplacements
on the oceanfloor
et
al.,
1965],
and
somefault zonesappearto
and to reconsiderations
of various hypotheses
of sea-floorgrowth, continentaldrift, and convection currents.Evidence that magneticanomalies on the ocean floor can be identified

with

past reversals in the earth's magnetic field
[Vine and Mathews, 1963; Vine and Wilson,
1965; Cannand Vine, 1966; Pitman andHeirtzlet, 1966; Vine, 1966] has addedstrongsupport
to the hypothesisof ocean-floorspreadingas
postulatedby Hess [1962] and Dietz [1961].
The offsetsof magneticanomaliesand bathymetric contours at prominent fracture zones
have been used as arguments for transcurrent.
1 Lamont Geological Observatory Contribution
1032.

end quite abruptly [Wilson, 1965a]. In addition, seismicactivity along fracture zones is
concentratedalmost exclusively between the
two crests of the mid-oceanicridge [Sykes,
1963, 1965]; very few earthquakesare found
on the other portions of fracture zones.
Wilson [1965a, b] has presentedarguments
for a new class of faults--the

transform

fault.

As an alternative proposalto transcurrentfaulting, Talwani et al. [1965] have assumedthat
major faulting on fracture zonesis normal faulting. Wilson and Talwani et al. assumethat the
varioussegmentsof the mid-oceanicridge were
never displacedat all but developedat their
presentlocations.Hence, these theoriesand the
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transcurrent fault hypothesis predict different
types of relative motion on the seismicallyactive portionsof fracture zones.
Since considerable interest now centers on the

problem of large-scaledeformation of the sea
floor, it seemed imperative to inquire if the
nature of relative displacementscould be ascertained from an analysis of first motions of
earthquakes that occur on the mid-oceanic
ridges.Fortunately this interest in large horizontal displacementscoincidedwith the advent
of a significantly new source of seismological
data. Long-period seismograph records from
more

than

125

stations

of the

World-Wide

StandardizedSeismographNetwork (WWSSN)
of the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, from
about 25 stationsof the Canadiannetwork, and
from about 20 stations that cooperatewith the
Lamont Geological Observatory now furnish
data of greater sensitivity, greater reliability,
and broader geographicalcoveragethan were
available in most previous investigationsof the
mechanismsof earthquakes.
This paperpresentsdata from 17 earthquakes
on the mid-oceanicridges and their extensions
into East Africa and the Arctic. Nine of these

events were located on the mid-Atlantic ridge,
and three were situated on the east Pacific rise.

solutions have been presentedin the seismological literature, only about thirty are for
earthquakes that occurred on the mid-oceanic
ridges or on the extensionsof this system into
East Africa and the Arctic. Many of these solutions were basedon a poor distribution of recordingstations; many of the eventswere poorly
recorded by the less sensitive network of instruments that existed before the advent of the

WWSSN. Hodgson and Stevens [1964] concluded that almost none of these earthquakes
on the ridge have yielded an unambiguoussolution.

From an analysis of data from 13 shockson
the mid-Atlantic ridge Misharina [1964] concluded that the mechanisms were characterized

by • predominanceof strike-slip faulting. Unlike the results presentedin this paper, however, the strikesof many of the nodal planesfor
P waves do not agree very closely with the
strikes of the various fracture

zones. Most of

the data were obtainedfrom seismological
bulletins; the originalrecordswere not examinedby
the investigatorin most cases.The percentage
of inconsistent
readingsis rather high.
Lazareva and Misharina [1965] performeda
similar analysisfor 15 earthquakesalong the
continuation of the mid-oceanic seismic belt
into the arctic basin and northern Siberia.

This study of the mechanismsof earthquakes
is in agreementin every casewith the senseof Most of the solutionswere predominantlyof
motion predicted by Wilson [1965a, b] for a strike-slip nature. Although the inferred axes
transform faults. The results support the hypo- of maximum tensionwere approximatelyperthesisof ocean-floorgrowth at the crest of the pendicularto the ridge in the GreenlandSea,
mid-oceanic ridge. The senseof displacement the inferred axis of maximum compression
ocindicated from these studies of earthquakes is cupies a similar position in the arctic basin
oppositeto that expectedfor a simpleoffsetof and in northern Siberia. Scheidegger[1966]
the ridge crest.

reached similar

These investigationsrevealed two principal
types of mechanismsfor earthquakeson the
mid-oceanic ridges. Earthquakes on fracture
zones are characterizedby a predominanceof
strike-slip motion; earthquakeslocated on the
crest of the ridge but apparently not situated

analysis of the results of Lazarev• and Misha-

on fracture zones are characterized by a predominance of normal faulting. The inferred

and S waves was employed in their solutions.
Sevenof the earthquakesexaminedin the present investigationwere also studied by Stauder
and Bollinger. The percentage of inconsistent
P-wave readingsin their results ranged from
5 to 30% for these seven earthquakes.Their

axes of maximum tension for these latter events

are approximately perpendicular to the local
strike of the ridge.
PReViOUS M•C}{AN•S•

SOLUTIONS fOR

conclusions from

a statistical

rina.

Stauder and Bollinger [1964a, b; 1965] used
data from the WWSSN

and other stations in

an investigationof the lhrger earthquakesof
1962 and 1963. A combination

of data from P

results indicate • predominanceof strike-slip
motion in five casesand a predominanceof
Although more than a thousand mechanism normal faulting in another. A seventhevent for
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which only a tentative solution was presented
was characterizedby a predominanceof thrust
faulting. $tefdnsson[1966] found,however,that
a foreshock preceded the latter event by a
DEXTRAL
SINISTRAL
few seconds.Stefhnsson'sanalysisand the reTRANSFORM
FAULTS
sults reported in this paper indicate a predominance of strike-slip motion in the main shock.
Stauder and Bollinger [1966] concludedthat
the inferred axesof maximum tension were approximately normal to the trend of the ridge.
They apparently failed to realize,however,that
SINISTRAL
DEXTRAL
in each of the solutionsdominated by strikeTRANSCURRENT
FAULTS
slip motion the epicenterwas located on a fracFig. 1. Sense of motion associatedwith transture zone and one of the two nodal planes for
P waves nearly coincideswith the strike of the form faults and transcurrent faults [after Wilson,
1965a]. Double line representscrest of mid-oceanic
fracture zone. Stauder and Bollinger'sanalysis ridge; single line, fracture zone. The terms 'dexindicated

that

all their

solutions

were

of the

double-coupletype; hence,from P- and S-wave
data alone it would not be possible to choose
which of the two nodal planes was the fault
plane.
Several of the strike-slipsolutionsof Stauder
and Bollinger [1966] are in agreementwith the
senseof motion predictedby Wilson [1965a, b]
for transform faults. Unfortunately, a full test
of the hypothesisis not possible with these
data, since all the solutionsfor the mid-oceanic
ridgeswere of the dextral transform type (Figure 1).
Stefdnsson[1966] conductedan extensiveinvestigationof the focalmechanisms
of two shocks
on the mid-Atlantic ridge. Amplitude measurements and P- and S-wave data were in agreement with a double-couplemechanism.For his
best solution only 2 of 85 stationswere inconsistent with a quadrant distribution of first
motions. Sutton and Berg [1958a] examined
the distribution of first motions for earthquakes
in the western rift valley of East Africa. Although the data were not extensive enough to
give a unique determination of the predominant type of faulting, the first motions were

eo,nsistenteither with dip-slip faulting on
steeply dipping planes parallel to known faults
or with strike-slip faulting along near-vertical
faults with the easternsidesmovingnorth.

tral'

and 'sinistral'

describe

the

sense of motion

of the fracture zones; for the transform faults
they do not denote the relative configuration of
the two segments of ridge on either side of the
fracture zone.

other pertinent data are listed in Table 1. Reliable solutionsprobably could be obtainedfor
several additional earthquakes on the midoceanicridges, the west Chile and Macquarie
ridges,and the seismicallyactive zone that extends from the Azoresto Gibraltar. However,
with the exceptionof one earthquake on the
Macquarie ridge emphasisin this paper was
placed on an analysisof earthquakeson features that are more generally acceptedas midoceanicridges.
Seismograms
usedin this study were supplied
by the World-Wide Standardized Seismograph
Network, the Canadian network, and about
twenty stations that operate long-period seismographsin cooperationwith the Lamont Geological Observatory.The geographicaldistribution of stationsis generally more completefor
earthquakesthat occurredafter 1962.
Reliability o• data. An important factor in
the use of thesenew data is the availability of
seismographrecords.All the readingsused in
this study were made by the author. A better
distribution

of stations both in distance and in

azimuth can now be obtained with the longperiod seismographsin the three networks. BeData used. In this investigation first mo- cause the networks have a greater sensitivity
tions of the phasesP and PKP were examined to small earthquakes,reliable solutionscan be
for 17 earthquakes that occurred between determined for a large number of earthquakes
March 1962 and March 1966. Epicentral and with magnitudesas smallas about 6. This is an
ANALYSIS OF DATA
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Summary of Earthquake Locations and Other Pertinent Data
Origin Time

Event

Figure

Number

Number

1

5

2

6

3

7

4

8

Magni-

Region

Latitude

Longitude

Date

ttomanche fracture zone,
equatorial Atlantic
Equatorial Atlantic, fracture
zone 'Z' of Heezen, Gerard,
and Tharp [1964]
Equatorial[ Atlantic, fracture
zone 'Z' of Heezen, Gerard,
and Tharp [1964]
Vema fracture zone, equatorial

00.17øS

18.70øW

Nov. 15, 1965

07.45øN

35.82'W

07.80øN

h

m

s

tude*

11 • 18

46.8

5.6

Aug. 3, 1963

10 21

30.4

6.1

37.35øW

Nov. 17, 1963

00

47

58.8

5.9

10.77øN

43.30øW

March 17, 1962

20

47

33.4

23.87 øN

45.96øW

May 19, 1963

21

35

45.4

6.0

31.03 øN
32.26 øN
35.29 øN

41.49øW
41.03øW
36.07øW

Nov. 16, 1965
Aug. 6, 1962
May 17, 1964

15
01
19

24
35
26

40.8
27.7
16.4

6.0

66.29øN

19.78øW

March 28, 1963

00

15

46.2

78.12øN

126.64øE

Aug. 25, 1964

13 47

13.8

6.1

16.64'S

28.55'E

Sept. 23, 1963

09

01

51.1

5.8

16.70øS

28.57øE

Sept. 25, 1963

07

03

48.8

5.8

00.81 øN
18.87 øN

29.93øE
107.18øW

March 20, 1966
Dec. 6, 1965

01 42
11 34

46.8
48.9

5.9

26.87'S

113.58'W

March 7, 1963

05

21

56.6

55.35øS

128.24øW

April3, 1963

14

47

50.4

5.8

49.05øS

164.26øE

Sept. 12, 1964

22

06

58.5

69

-

Atlantic

5

10

North Atlantic unnamed
fracture

6
7
8

11
12
13

zone

North Atlantic
North Atlantic
North Atlantic unnamed
fracture

9

14

Off north coast of Iceland unnamed

10

16

5.6

zone
fracture

zone

Laptev Sea, near arctic shelf
of Siberia

11

18

Lake I(ariba, Southern
Rhodesia

12

Lake Kariba, Southern
Rhodesia

13
14

19
20

Western rift, East Africa
Rivera fracture zone, east

15

22

Easter fracture zone, east

Pacific

6.1

rise

Pacific rise

16

23

Eltanin fracture zone, east
Pacific

17

24

rise

Macquarie ridge, south of New
Zealand

* Body-wavemagnitude,U.S. Coastand GeodeticSurvey.All computations
for focaldepthof 0 km, exceptevent4 for whici•
depth taken as 31 kin.

important factor in investigationsof earthquakes on the mid-oceanicridges, since an
event of magnitude7 occursin these regions
only aboutonceduringa periodof a few years.
First motions of the P phase are usually
more reliable on the long-period records.The
example in Figure 2, although not typical of
all long- and short-period readings,illustrates
that in a number of instancesthe quality of
first-motion data is considerablybetter on the
long-period seismograms.Most of the first
motions used in this paper were read from
long-periodrecords;short-perioddata were employed only when other recordswere not avail-

is probablynot a goodapproximation
for waves
of periodsbetween0.5 and 2 sec.

In additionto the factorsalreadymentioned,
the calibrationandpolarityof the WWSSNstationsare betterknown.In thisstudythe number of inconsistent
readingsof first motionis
lessthan 1%. In manypreviousinvestigations
15 to 20% of the data were often inconsistent

with the inferredquadrantdistributionof first
motion[Hodgson
andAdams,1958].
The reliability of the long-periodnetworks

is suchthat readings
fromstations
with polarity
reversalsare clearlyindicated.In this study
and in an investigationof earthquakemecha-

able and when the sense of first motion was

nismsfor the southwest
Pacific[Isackset al.,
clearly evident. For earthquakesof magnitude 1967]the four stationsGIE, PEL, TAU, and

near 6 the responseof the long-periodinstru- PHC consistentlyexhibitedfirst motionsthat
mentsis suchthat the recordedsignalsapproxi- were inconsistent with determinations from
mate thosefrom a point source.A point source other nearby stations.Thesereversalswere con-
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firreedby the Seisinology
Da•a Centerof the

The assumedvalues of i may be in error be-

WWSSN for the first three stations; the polarity reversalswere corrected during maintenance visits to these stations (T. A. Modgling,
personal communication).These reversalswere
taken into account in the presentationof the
data in this paper.
Method o• projection. An equal-areaprojection [Friedman, 1964] of the lower hemisphere
of the focal spherewasusedthroughoutthis investigation. The two coordinatesused to describe a point are the azimuth of the station
at the epicenter and the radial distance R,

cause the tables do not make allowance for velocities at the focus that are less than about

7.8 km/sec [Romney, 1957; Sutton'and Berg,
1958b]. Nevertheless,
sincethe computeddepths
of the earthquakesin this study may be uncertain by as much as 50 km, a more complex
modelfor the velocity distributiondid not seem
to be justified at the present time. Mechanism
solutions that represent a predominance of
strike-slipmotion on steeply dipping faults are
not influencedsignificantlyby theseuncertainties. Solutionsrepresentinga predominanceof
whereR is proportional
to %/-• ß sin (i/2) dip-slip motion on faults of dip lessthan about
and i is the angle of incidence at the source 60ø, however,may be affectedto a muchgreater
as measured from the downward vertical.
extent. Nonetheless,for the latter classof soluVal(•es of i fo.r a given distanceand depth tions the principal point made in this paper is
were computedfrom the tablesof Hodgsonand that a large dip-slip componentdid, in fact,
Storey [1953] and Hodgsonand Allen [1954]. oxist.
,

Fig. 2. Comparisonof first motionson short-periodvertical component(above) and longperiodvertical component(below) at Arequipa,Peru, for earthquakeof March 7, 1963(event
15 in Table 1). P wave arrived at 05 h 59m. First motion is uncertain on the short-period

record but is c!early compressional
(upward motion on record) on the long-periodseismogram. Deflectionsof trace occuronceper minute.
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TRANSFORIV[ AND TRANSCURRENT FAULTS

Wilson [1965a, b] has recently proposeda
separate class of horizontal shear faults--the
transform

fault. Dextral

and sinistral transform

faults of the ridge-ridgetype and their transcurrent counterparts are illustrated in Figure 1.
In the transcurrentmodelsit is tacitly assumed

not exhibit such an abrupt decreasefor transcurrent faulting.

In this paper the term 'fault plane' is used
to describe a zone of shear displacementor
shear dislocation.No attempt is made to define
the physical mechanism of deformation more
specifically.

that the faulted medium is continuous and con-

PRESENTATION OF DATA FOR Tt-IE

served,whereasin the transformhypothesisthe
ridgesexpand to producenew crust [Wilson,
1965a]. Thus, a transformfault may terminate
abruptly at both ends even though great displacementsmay have occurredeither on the
central portions of the fracture zone or, at
sometime in the past, on portionsof the fault
that are no longer located between the two
ridgecrests(Figure1, dashedsegments).
Another significantdifferencenoted by Wil-

MID-OCEANIC RIDGES

son [1965a] was that the motion on transform

Figure 3 illustrates the locations of the 17
earthquakesfor which mechanismsolutionswere
obtained. The numbers beside the epicenters
refer to the data in Table 1. Events 1 through
9 are located on the mid-Atlantic ridge, earthquake 10 is on the extensionof the mid-oceanic
ridge systemin the Arctic, events11 through 13
are in East Africa, 14 through 16 are on the
east Pacific rise, and event 17 is on the Macquartoridge.

faults (upper half Figure 1) is the reverseof
the motion required to offset the ridge (lower EquatorialAtlantic
Fracture zones. Between 15øN and 5øS the
half Figure 1). Also presentseismicityshould
be largely confinedto the region between the crest of the m;.d-Atlantic ridge is displacedto
ridge crestsfor transform faulting but should the east a total of nearly 35ø (Figure 4). The

75'

60 ø

30 ø

30 ø

16

60'
..

80 ø

120ø

60 ø

0ø

60 ø

120ø

Fig. 3. Earthquakeson mid-oceanicridge systemfor which mechanismsolutionsare presented in this paper. Numbers beside epicentersrefer to designationsand data in Table 1.
Inserts denote areasthat are shownin greater detail in Figures4, 9, 15, 17, 21, rind 25.

180 ø
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apparent displacementis such that the ridge
crest maintains its median character throughout the North. and South Atlantic oceans. Hess

[1955] identified the Romanche trench (near
event I in Figure 4) as a part of a major fracture zone and noted that St. Paul's Rocks appear to be located at the western end of a great
fault scarp. Heezen and Tharp [1961], Heezen,
Bunce,Hersey, and Tharp [1964], and Heezen,
Gerard, and Tharp [1964] more recentlyidentified a whole seriesof fracture zonesin the equatorial Atlantic (Figure 4). Heezen and Tharp
[1965b] concludedthat in this area the ridge
crest had been offset by sinistral transcurrent
faults. They noted that the fracture zonesappeared to be parallel to inferred flow lines for
the continental drift of Africa relative to South
America.

seismicactivity between the Azores and Gibraltar and on the Macquarie and west Chile
ridges suggeststhat at the present time these
features are quite different from most of the
fracture zonesof the mid-oceanicridge.Investigations of the mechanism of earthquakesand
analysesof magnetic anomaliesshould provide
more definitive information about these more
unusual features. A small amount of differential

spreading on the two sides of a fracture zone
could accountfor the isolatedearthquakesthat
occur off the ridge crest on fracture zones.In

any casethe seismicityof the basins•
on either
side of the ridge appears to be extremely low.
Most of the seismicactivity that is associated
with

fracture

zones and with

the crest of the

ridge is confinedto remarkably narrow zones.
In some cases these active zones are less than

20 km wide. In contrast, activity along continental extensionsof the mid-oceanicridges usrelocated for the period 1955 to 1965; the re- ually exhibits a greater areal scatter [Sykes
sults are presentedin Figure 4. The methods and Landisman, 1964; Sykes, 1965]. Likewise,
and computer programs used in these reloca- in California the epicenters of earthquakes
tions were similar to those describedin previous smaller than magnitude 6 are also scattered
seismicity studies [Sykes, 1963, 1965, 1966; throughout a zone more than 200 km wide
Sykesand Ewing, 1965; Sykesand Landisman, [Richter, 1958; Allen et al., 1965]. Hence, the
pattern of seismic dislocationsappears to be
1964; TobinandSykes,1966].
The distribution of earthquakesis similar to extremely simple in most of the oceanicporthat found in other portions of the mid-oceanic tions of the ridge system. Analysesof earthridge [Sykes, 1963, 1965]--nearly all the ac- quake periodicities in time and in space and
tivity on eachfracture zoneis confinedto the investigationsof triggering mechanismsmight
region betweenthe ridge crests.This is par- yield more interesting results if a relatively
ticularly well illustrated for the Chain fracture simple system such as that associatedwith a
zone near 1øS, 15øW. The distributionof epi- particular fracture zone were analyzed.Many
centers also shows that Heezen and Tharp's of the larger earthquakeslisted by Gutenberg
[1961, 1965] interpretationsof the pattern of and Richter [1954] for the mid-Atlantic ridge
ridgesand fracture zonesare largely correct.Al- are locatedon or near major fracturezones.
Strike-slip mechanisms. Mechanism soluthough a few earthquakesare found on other
portionsof fracture zones,the number is rela- tions for four earthquakesthat were located on
tively small.The abrupt cessationof activity at equatorial• fracture zonesare presentedin Figthe ridge crestsappears to be a strong argu- ures 5 through 8. Solid circlesdenote compressions;opencircles,dilatations.When long-period
ment for the transform-faulthypothesis.
Menard [1965] stated that several fracture recordswere available, it was often possibleto

Seismicityo/the equatorialAtlantic. Earthquakeepicentersin the equatorialAtlantic were

zones are active far out on the flanks of oceanic

tell from the size of the P wave relative to that

of other phaseswhether the station was in the
vicinity of one of the two nodal planes.Arrivals
Gibraltar, and a few additional epicenterson of this type are denotedby a crosson the figfracture zones.Nonetheless,the important gen- ures. As an examination of the figuresreveals,
eralization from this and other seismicity these arrivals are often a good qualitative indistudies seems to be that on most fracture zones
cation that the station was near a nodal plane.
most of the activity is confinedto the region Even when the first motion of such a signal
between the two ridge crests. On the contrary, cannot be ascertained,this information is an

rises.As exampleshe cited the west Chile ridge,

an active zone that extends from the Azores to

,
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•=•o ø,

=87*
70øS

•

•=97 o
8=86øN

Fig. 5. Mechanism determination for the shock
of November 15, 1965, on the mid-Atlantic ridge
(event 1 in Table 1 and in F.igures3 and 4). Diagram is an equal-area projection of the lower
hemisphere of the radiation field. Solid circles
represent compressions;open circles, dilatations;
crosses,wave character on seismograms,indicating station is near nodal plane. Smaller symbols
represent poorer data. • and $ are strike and dip
of the nodal planes. Arrows indicate senseof shear
displacementon the plane that was chosenas the
fault plane•

Fig. 7. Mechanism solution for event 3. Table
1 and Figures 3 and 4 give position and other
pertinent data, Symbols same as Figure 5. Note
added in proo]: Strikes of two planes should read
8 ø and 98 ø rather than 10 ø and 97 ø.

inconsistent with this interpretation. Seismograms from these four stations are of marginal
quality and should not be taken as evidence
againsta quadrant distribution.
In each of the four cases illustrated

additional

constraint

on the orientation

in these

of the

figures one nodal plane strikes approximately
fiodalplanes.
east and the other strikes nearly north. From
A quadrantdistributionof first motionsseems analysesof the polarization of the S waves for
to be an excellentapproximationto the data in severalshockson the mid-oceanicridge $tauder
Figures 5 through 8. Only four readings are
•:o ø,8:84øE

½: I0ø, 8=90ø

• ---•36ø
N

_100
•
79 ø S

Fig. 6. Mechanismsolution for event 2. Table
I and Figures 3 and 4 give epicentral and other
pertinent data. Symbolssame as Figure 5.

Fig. 8. Mechanismsolution for event 4. Table
I and l•igures 3 and 4 contain position and other
pertinentdata. SymbolssameasFigure 5.
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and Bollinger [1966] showedthat the mechanismsare of the double-couple
type. Thus, 5:
wavesdo not furnish criteria for chosingwhich
of the two nodal planesis the fault plane. In

the earthquakesoccurred.Heezen, Bunce, Hersey, and Tharp [1964] report that the over-all
trend of the Romanchetrench (a fault trough
in the Romanchefracture zone) is about 80ø.
each of these four cases the choice is between a
The strike determinedfor event 1, an earthpredominanceof dextral strike-slipmotion on quake that occurredin the trench, is about
a steeply dipping plane that strikes approxi- 87ø. Fortunately, in this solution and in the
mately east or a predominance of sinistral other solutions for the mid-Atlantic ridge the
strike-slip motion on a steeply dipping plane cast-strikingnodal plane can be estimatedwith
that strikesnearly north.
greater precisionthan the north-striking plane.
Choice of the fault plane. Although a The discrepancybetweenthe two strikes could
unique choiceof the fault plane cannotbe made be explainedby variations in the strikes of the
from the first motion data or from an analysis individual fractures in the trench or by unof S waves, the east-striking plane seemsto be certainties in the determination of the mechaoverwhelminglyfavored for the followingrea- nism.
sons:
Events 2 and 3 are both located on a large
fracture zone near 8øN; their mechanismsap1. For each earthquake the epicenteris lopear to be very similar.The Guineafracture
cated on a prominent fracture zone; the strike zone near 9øN, 16øW (Figure 4) may repreof one of the two nodal planesnearly coincides sent the eastward continuation of this fracture
with the strike of the fracture zone (Figure 4).
zone rather than the continuation of the Vema
2. Earthquake epicentersare aligned along
fracture zone (near 11øN, 43øW) as Krause
the strike of the fracture zones.
[1964] suggested.Wilson [1965a] suggested
3. The lineartry of fracture zonessuggests
that the offsetsof the crest of the ridge are a
a strike-sliporigin [Mcnard, 1965]. The bathy- reflectionof the shapeof the initial break bemerry and other morphological aspects are tween the continental blocks of Africa and
similar to the morphologyof the great strike- South America.The pattern of ridgesand fracslip fault zoneson continents.
ture zones between 8øN and 1øS appears to
4. Many of the rocksfrom St. Paul's Rocks match the configuration of the African coast
(Figure 4) are describedas dunite-mylonites (or the shapeof the continentalslope) between
[Washington,1930a,b; Tilley, 1947; Wiseman, 9øN and 2øN.
1966]. Rocks dredged from other fracture
zones[Shand, 1949; Tolstoy 1951; Quon and North Atlantic
Ehlers, 1963], as well as samplesfrom cores
Figure 9 indicatesthe locationsof four mechataken in fracture zones[Heezen,Bunce,Hersey,
nism determinationsfor the mid-Atlantic ridge
and Tharp, 1964], exhibit a similar petrology in the North Atlantic. The mechanisms are indiand provide evidence for intense shearing
cated in Figures 10 through 13. Relocated epistresses
in the vicinity of fracture zones.
centers for the period 1955 to 1965 are also
5. The choice of the north-striking plane shown in Figure 9. Two of the solutions are
wouldindicatestrike-slipmotionnearly parallel
characterizedby a predominanceof strike-slip
to the ridge axis. On the contrary,earthquakes
motion on steeplydipping planes; the others
on the ridge axis but not on fracture zonesare
are characterizedby a large component of
characterized by a predominanceof normal
normal faulting.
faulting.
Strike-slip mechanisms.The observedradi6. If the east-strikingplane is chosen,the ation field for event 5 (Figures 9 and 10) is
sense of relative motion on the fracture zone resimilar to that for events I through 4. The
verses when the apparent offset of the crests
pattern of epicenters near 24øN and the obof the ridgeis interchanged(Figure 1).
served mechanism for event 5 are indicative of
Agreementwith strike o• •racture zones. Fig-

a dextral transform fault. Nearly all the first
motionsobservedfor event 8 (Figure 13), howone of the two nodal planesagreesvery closely ever, are oppositein senseto thoseobservedfor
with the trend of the fracture zones on which
events 1 through 5. The over-all strike of the
ure 4 demonstrates that the observed strike of
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Fig. 9. Relocated epicenters of earthquakes (1955-1965) and mechanism solutions for four
earthquakes along a portion of the mid-Atlantic ridge. Rift valley in mid-Atlantic ridge is
denoted by diagonal hatching and is from Heezen and Tharp [1965b]. Other symbols same
as Figure 4. For events 6 and 7 thick arrows denote inferred axesof maximum tension.

ridge does not appear to change appreciably
between events 5 and 8. The east-west alignment of epicentersnear 35øN, the bathymetry
in this region [Tolstoy and Ewing, 1949; Tolstoy, 1951; Heezen ei al., 1959], and the mechanism

of event

8 are indicative

of a sinistral

ferent pattern of first motions; all the more
distant

stations

recorded

dilatations.

The

in-

ferred solutions are characterized by a large
component of normal-fault motion on planes
that strike approximately parallel to the axis
of the ridge. Although a fracture zone has been
mappednear 30.0øN [Tolstoy and Ewing, 1949;

transformfault that strikesapproximatelyeast.
Heezen and Ewing [1963] indicated a major Tolstoy, 1951; Heezen and Tha•'p, 1965b], no
fracture zone on the ridge near 33øN. The con- major fracture zonesseemto intersectthe ridge
figuration of the two ridge crestsand the dis- near events 6 and 7. In this region the position
tribution of epicenterssuggestthat this frac-- of the rift valley was mapped with enoughpreture zone is also a sinistral transform fault.
cision so that offsets greater than a few tens
No•'mal Jaults. Solutionsfor events 6 and 7 of kilometers should have been resolvable.
Talwani [1964] suggested
that all earthquakes
(Figures 11 and 12) display an entirely dif-
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Fig. 10. Mechanism solution for event 5. Table
1 and Figures 3 and 9 contain position and other
pertinent data. Symbolssameas Figure 5.

on the mid-oceanicridge may be related to fracture zones that are not prominent enough to
have been detected yet on the basis of bathymetry. The existenceof two types of earthquake
mechanismssuggests,however,that this is not
the ease.Heirtzler et al. [1966] concludedthat,
although earthquakeshave been detectedsouth
c•=55:.'.'.'5'•
S=59øE

o

Fig. 12. Mechanism solution for event 7. Table
1 'and Figures 3 and 9 give epicentral and other
data. Other synibolssame as Figures 5 and 11.

of Iceland on the Reykjanes ridge [Sykes,
1965], there is no bathymetricor magneticevidencefor offsetsof the ridge between60øN and
63øN.

Inferred axis oi maximum tension. The directionsof principal stressdifferencewere estimated by assumingthat these directionsbisect
the angle between the nodal planes and are
located in a plane perpendicular to the two
nodal planes. This approximationis probably

sufficiently
accuratefor the purposes
of the
(•= 357ø, S=.74øE

.

Fig. 11. ' Mechanism solution for event 6. Table
I and Figures 3 and 9 give epicentral and other
data. T and C are inferred axes of maximum
tension and compression,respectively.Other symbolssame as Figure 5.

Fig. 13. Mechanismsolution for event 8. Table
I and Figures 3 and 9 contain epicentral and other
pertinent data. Symbolssame as Figure 5.
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discussionin this paper. The term 'maximum
tension' as used in this discussion refers to the
state of stress relative to a constant mean

GREENLAND

/

normal stress (hydrostatic pressure).The in-

o

JAN
MAYEN

ferred axes of maximum tension for events 6

and 7 are nearly horizontaland are approximately perpendicularto the local strike of the

ridge.The orientationof theseplanesfor event
7 (Figure 12) may be in error by severaltens
of degrees.For each of the earthquakesexamined in this study the pattern of first motions is similar to that predictedfor a shear
displacement.
Radiation patternsthat resemble

5L

thosecalculated
for extension
fractures[Honda,

/

1962; Savage,1965] werenot observed.

ICELAND

Icelandand Jan Mayen

FAEROE
.•.,•
IS.

First-motiondata for theIcelandicearthquake
of March 28, 1963, are shownin Figure 14.
Epicentersnear this shock(Figure 15) and the
configuration
of the zoneof postglacial
volcanic
activity suggestthat this earthquakeoccurred
near the western end of a dextral transform

fault. The mechanismfor this earthquakeis in

agreement
withthisinterpretation.
The bathymetry and the pattern of epicenters [Sykes, 1965] indicate that a major
fracturezonestrikingnearlyeastis presentnear
the islandof Jan Mayen (Figure 15). Sinceno
large earthquakes occurred on this fracture
•:

o

17o, •: 78OE

o

20 ø

i0 ø

Fig. 15. Relocated epicenters of earthquakes
along a portion of the mid-Atlantic ridge near Iceland [after Sykes, 1965]. Diagonal hatching denotes regions of postglacial volcanic activity in
Iceland [after Bodvarsson and Walker, 1964].
Other symbols same as Figure 4.

zoneduring the period 1962 to 1965, data from
the WWSSN could not be used to investigate
this feature. Solutionspresented by Lazareva
and Misharina [1965] suggestthat the fracture
zoneis of the sinistraltransformtype.
EXTENSIONS OF THE MID-0CEANIC RInsE
Arctic Extension

Event10,whichis located
nearthe edgeof
ee
ß •e

the continentalshelf of northern Eurasia, is
characterizedby a large componentof normal
faulting (Figure 16). The epicenterof this event
is located on the extension of the mid-oceanic

ridge system into the Arctic basin and into
northern Siberia (Figure 17). The seismiczone
[Sykes, 1965], which is believedto define the

crestof theridgein thisr•gion,is nearlyperpendicular to the inferred axis of maximum
tension.

Fig. 14. Mechanism solution for Icelandic
earthquake of March 28, 1963 (event 9 in Table
1). Location of earthquake is illustrated in Figures 3 and 15.

Balakina et al. [1960] reported that earth-

quakesin northeasiern
and centralPrebaikalye
(the regionsouthof the areashownin Figure
17) are alsocharacterized
by a large compo-
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• = 4o, •: 58øW
=

assumedthat the two nodal planesare orthogonal. Even with some of the best published
data it is not possible,however,to state that
the two nodal planes are orthogonalwith a

o

precisionbetter than about 10ø or 20ø. Data for

events 6 and 10 (Figures 11 and 16) are extensive enough so that the validity of the
orthogonalitycriterionmay be tested.The fewest inconsistencies were encountered when the

dilatationalquadrantssubtendedan angle of
about 70ø. The use of a velocitymodelmore
appropriate for crustal earthquakeswould re-

suit in a somewhatsmallerangle.Nevertheless,
orthogonalnodalplaneswouldnot violatevery
many of the data for thesetwo examples,and
the case for nonorthogonalsolutionsdoes not
seemto be establishedwith certainty. The other
solutionsin this paper were fitted with orthogonal nodal planes. An angle of 70ø between
Fig. 16. Mechanism solution for earthquake
the dilatational quadrants would also satisfy
(event 10) near the continental shelf of northern
the observations
equallywell. This uncertainty,
Siberia. Symbols same as Figures 5 and 11. Location of event shownin Figures 3 and 17.
however, mainly affects the orientation of the
north-strikingplane for the solutionscharacterized by a predominanceof strike-slipmotion;
nent of normal faulting. Nevertheless,Lazareva the orientationof the east-strikingnodalplane,
and Misharina [1965] found that earthquakes the plane chosenas the fault plane, is not noin the area shownin Figure 17 are character- ticeablyaffectedby this uncertainty.
ized by a predominance
of strike-slipfaulting
and that

the inferred

axes of maximum

com-

pressionare approximatelyperpendicularto the
trend of the ridge. Many of these solutionsare
basedon a rather poor distribution of stations,
and a relatively large number of the observations are inconsistent with the inferred

mecha-

nisms.Solutionsbasedon a poor distribution of
stations and on poor data may be biased so
that the computeddisplacementsappear to be
largely strike-slip [Adams, 1963; Ritsema,
1964; Isacks et al., 1967]. In this paper the
distribution of stations in distance and azimuth

is more extensive.Relatively little difiqcultywas
encountered in distinguishing dip-slip from
strike-slipmotion. Until other high-qualitysolutions are availableit doesnot seempossible
to ascertain whether faulting in the Arctic is
predominantlystrike-slipfaulting,normalfault-

90ø

120øE

of extensional tectonics in the arctic

basin and compressional
tectonicsin the Verkhoyanskmountains.
Orthogonality criterion. In most experimental studiesof earthquake mechanismsit is

.

,ooo[

ing, or, as Wilson [1965a] suggests,
a combination

•

W
140ø

Fig. 17. Epicenters along a portion of the mid-

oceanicridge in the Arctic [after Sykes, 1965].
Thick

arrows denote inferred

axis of maximum

tensionfor event 10. Other symbolssameas Figure 4.
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East Africa
The mechanismsof three earthquakesin East
Africa all indicate a large componentof normal
faulting (Figures 18 and 19). Sincethe number
of stationsin Africa is limited, the positionof
the two nodal planes cannot be fixed with great
precision; a strike-slip component nearly as
large as the dip-slip componentwould still be
compatiblewith the observeddata. Studies of
shearwavesmay help to definethe mechanisms
more precisely.
The

inferred

axis of maximum

tension for

event 13, an earthquake in the western rift of

EastAfricaon March20, 1966,is nearlyperpendicular to the strike of the rift in the vicinity of the epicenter. Wohlenberg [1966] describedfault displacementsassociatedwith this
earthquakethat start at about0.7øN,29.8øEand
continuefor about 40 km in a northerly direction. He reports a vertical displacementof 30
to 40 cm with the westernsidemoving up relative to the easternside.No horizontaldisplacement was observed.Loupekine [1966] reported
a fault break of 15 to 20 km striking NNE.
He indicated a throw of 2 meters with the
downthrow on the east side. These observations

_-

o

Fig. 19. Mechanism solution for east African

earthquakeof March 20, 1966(event 13). Symbols
same as Figures 5 and 11; Table I and Figure 3
give location and other data.

are in closeagreementwith the inferred mechanism (Figure 19) if the nodal plane that strikes
about 14ø is chosenas the fault plane. Geologicalwork and drilling in this portion of the
western rift [Davies, 1951] are strongly indicative of a system of extensionaltectonics; no
evidenceof compression
was obtained.
Events 11 and 12 were part of a swarm of
earthquakesthat occurredbeneathLake Kariba
near the border of Zambia and Rhodesia. The

first motions for the two events are identical

except that data were not available from two
of the close stations for event 12. The inferred

state of stresswas such that a large water load
would have increased the stress difference and

hence may have triggered the swarm of earthquakes.Carder [1945] describeda similar phenomenon in the Hoover Dam area.

Gough and Gough (1962, personalcommunication) recordedseveralthousandsmall earthquakes near Lake Kariba between 1961 and
1963. The large events in September 1963 ocFig. 18. Mechanism solution for east African
earthquake of September 23, 1963 (event 11).
Symbols same as Figures 5 and 11. Table I and
Figure 3 indicate location and other pertinent
data. Solution for another earthquake in this
swarm (event 12 on September 25, 1963) is nearly
identical to that for event 11.

curred a few months after the lake reached its
level.

maximum

EAST PAcific

General.

First-motion

RmE

data

and

inferred

mechanismsfor three earthquakes on the east
Pacificrise are shownin Figures20, 22, and 23.
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the Rivera fracture zone. The configurationof
the active seismic zone and the mechanism for

event 14 support Menard's [1966] interpretation that the Rivera zone and the Clarion frac-

ture zone may be distinct tectonic features.
Likewise,the Clippertonfracture zone (Figure
21) doesnot appearto be seismically
activefor
more than a few tens of kilometers near the

crest of the east Pacific rise (if at all). The
data for the Rivera fracture zone support

Fig. 20. Mechanismsolutionfor earthquakeon
the Rivera

fracture zone (event

14). Symbols

same as Figure 5. Location and other pertinent
data shownin Figures 3 and 21 and in Table 1.

All three shocks were located on known frac-

Vine's [1966] contentionthat the direction of
spreadingfrom the eastPacificrisehaschanged
during the Pliocenefrom east-westto approximatelynorthwest-southeast.
Recently a systemof mid-oceanicridgesand
fracture zoneshas been recognizedoff the coasts
of British Columbia,Washington,Oregon,and
northern California [Menard, 1964; Talwani
et al., 1965; Wilson,1965b].Althoughno solutions of earthquakemechanismswere made for
shocks in this region, an analysis of future
events shotfidbe of great value in deciphering
the tectonic interaction

of these features both

ture zones;the mechanisms
are eachcharacter- with one another and with the San Andreassysized by a predominance
of strike-slipmotion. tem. A reconsiderationof the Mendocino,MurSolutionswith a large componentof dip slip ray, and other fracture zonesin this regionas
were not detected on the east Pacific rise. Event
14 was located off the west coast of Mexico on

transform faults could lead to an interpretation
wherein the sense of movements inferred for the

the Rivera fracture zone (Figure 21); event 15

oceanfloor would no longer be the reverse of

occurred

those observed on land.

on the

Easter

fracture

zone near

Macquarie Ridge. In the previoussolutions
27øS,114øW.In bothcases
the inferredmechanisms,the bathymetry[Menard,1966],andthe emphasiswas placedon examiningdata for feaseismicity[Sykes,1963; Sykes,1967] are indic- tures that are generally recognizedas midative of dextral transform faults.
oceanicridgesor the continentalextensionsof
Becauseof its small size and remote location,

it was not possibleto obtaina uniquesolution
for event16, an earthquakeon the Eltanin fracture zone.If, however,strike-slipfaultingon a
steeplydippingplanewith the samestrike as
the fracture zone is assumed,the senseof mo-

theseridges.Seismicallyactive features,suchas
the Macquarie,west Chile, and Azores-Gibraltar ridges,havenot beenuniversallyinterpreted
either as mid-oceanicridgesor as fracture zones
[Heezenet al., 1959; Menard,1965,1966].
The inferred mechanism for event 17, an

earthquake located on the Macquarie ridge
(Figure 23). The bathymetry [Menard, 1964], (Figures24 and 25), is unlike any of the other
seismicity[Sykes, 1963], and mechanismare solutionsdescribedin this paper. Although inoriented in the correct sense for a sinistral
terpretationsinvolvinggreateror lesseramounts
transform fault.
of strike-slip motion than shownin Figure 24
It is interestingthat the pattern of epicenters are possible,still a large componentof thrust
and the inferred mechanismof an earthquake faulting seemsto be demandedby the comon the Rivera fracture zone are rotated about
pressionalarrivals at the more distantstations.
The inferred compressional
axis for this solu20ø to 30ø with respect to the strike of the
Clarion zone further west (Figure 21). Menard tion is nearly horizontal and is approximately
[1966] and Chaseand Menard (personalcom- perpendicularto the trend of the Macquarie
munication)have deduceda similar strike for ridge[Brodieand Dawson,1965]and the strike
tion can be inferred from the first motions
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l•ig. 22. Mechanism solution for earthquake on
Easter fracture

zone (even•

1•).

Location

and

other pertinent data in Figure 3 and Table 1.
Symbolzsame • Figure 5.

Fig. 24. Mechanism solution for event 17 on
the Macquarie ridge (Figures 3 and 25). Symbols
same as Figures 5 and 11.

of the seismicbelt [Sykes, 1963; Cooke,1966].
The orientation of the compressionalaxis is
nearly the same as the direction of principal

45ø

horizontal
stress
deduced
by Lessen[1960]for

s

southern New Zealand. This suggeststhat the
tectonicsof this portion of the Macquarie ridge
may be more similar to the tectonicsof New

Zealand
thanto thetectonics
ofthemid-oceanic

4sø

51ø

CAMPBELL
PLATEAU

54 •
MACQUARIE
ISLAND

57 ø

158øE

Fig. 23. Mechanism solution for event 16 on
the Eltanin

fracture

zone in the southeast Pacific.

Epicenter indicated in Figure 3. Symbols same
as Figure 5.

161ø

164ø

167ø

Fig. 25. Epicenters of earthquakes for period
1955-1965 on the Macquarie ridge. Inferred axis
of maximum compression shown for event 17.
Bathymetry after Brodie and Dawson [1965].
Other symbolssame a• Figure 4.
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ridge. BecauseMacquarie Island is the only
island in the deep oceansto be well folded,
prophyllitized, and to have veins of sulphides,
it seemsto be partly continentalin character
[Wilson, 1963].
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mentsarosefrom the poor quality of the data
that weregenerallyavailablebeforethe installation of the WWSSN. Further studies with data

of high quality shouldlead to a much better
understanding
of world tectonicsand stressrelease.

COMPARISON OF INFERRED MECHANISMS
WITH THOSE DEDUCED BY OTHER INVESTIGATORS

General comparison. Stauder and Bollinger
[1964a, b; 1965] have presentedsolutionsfor
seven of the earthquakes consideredin this
paper. $te•dnsson[1966] has also made an extensivestudy of the mechanisms
of two of these
seven shocks. The various solutions for these

earthquakes are compared in Table 2. With
the exceptionof event 4, an earthquake preceded by a small forerunner, the strikes and
dips of the remaining solutionsagree within
about 15 ø. For some of the best solutions these
are less than 5 ø. The strikes and

Correctsenseof motion. The determination
of the senseof strike-slip motion on fracture
zoneshas been one of the most important topics
of this paper. Thus, it is important to inquire
if the sense of motion inferred from studies of

first motionscould be in error by large amounts

or even possibly reversed.Although geologic
and geodeticevidencefor displacements
are not
availablefor many earthquakes,evidenceof this
kind is in closeagreementwith the solutionsinferred from first motions in the case of several

prominent earthquakes.Very good agreement
with geologicevidencewas found in investigations of the mechanisms of the Fairview

Peak

differences

earthquakeof December 1954 [Romney, 1957],
the southeast Alaska earthquake of 1958
[Stauder, 1960], and the Parkfield earthquake
or 2 ø.
of 1966 [McEvilly, 1966]. Hodgson [1957] has
Stauder [1964] and Hodgson and Stevens cited other examplesof good or fair agreement
[1964] have mentioned the general lack of between first-motion studies and geologicand
agreement among the solutionspresented by geodeticevidence.Hence, it seemshighly undifferent workers for the same earthquake. It
likely that the inferred senseof motion on fracnow seemsevident that many of thesedisagree- ture zones is incorrect.

dips reported in this paper were read from
an equal-area net and may be in error by 1ø

TABLE 2.

Comparisonof Mechanism Solutionsfor Earthquakes on the Mid-Ocean Ridges
Plane Striking
Easterly

Event

Strike,

Plane Striking
Northerly
Strike,

Number

Author

deg

Dip

2

Sykes
Stauder and Bollinger
Sykes
Stauder and Bollinger
Sykes
Stauder and Bollinger

100
101
98
87
90
(81)

79øS
80 øS
86 øN
78øN
86 øN
(63 øS)

89

84 aN

0

84 øE

103
101
106
91
106
103
107
109
104
96
109

90ø
76øS
50øN
45 øN
86øN
77øN
88øN
84 øN
81øN
90ø
90 ø

14
9
49
45
17
17
18
18
12
6
20

87øE
80øE
57øE
55 øE
78øE
70øE
79øE
76øE
77øE
90ø
90ø

3
4

Stef•nsson

5

7
9

15

Sykes
Stauder and Bollinger
Sykes
Stauder and Bollinger
Sykes
Stauder and Bollinger
Stefiinsson,long-periodP
Steftnsson,short-periodP
Steff•nsson,short-periodS
Sykes
Stauder and Bollinger

deg
10
12
$
- 1
0
(-61)

Dip
90 ø
86 øW
90ø
81øE
84øE
(34øN)
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CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

Becauseof several remarkable improvements
in seismic instrumentation

and in the availa-

weakness.Although a zone of weaknessmight
account for the development of separate segments of ridge in caseswhere the distancebetween segmentsis small, it is more difficult to

bility of thesedata, mechanismsolutionsof high
understand how zones of weakness could alone
precision can now be obtained for many areas
of the world. Earthquakes on the mid-oceanic explainthe developmentof separateridgecrests,
when this distance is hundreds of kilometers as
ridge and the extensionsof this ridge system
it is in the equatorialAtlantic and in the southinto East Africa and the Arctic seem to be
characterizedby two principal mechanisms:(1)
a predominanceof strike-slip motion on steeply
dipping planes or (2) a large component of
normal faulting with the inferred axis of tension
approximatelyperpendicularto the ridge.
Of the ten events of the first group seven
were located on the mid-Atlantic ridge and three
were found on the east Pacific rise; all ten occurred on major fracture zones that intersect
the crest of the ridge. In each casethe inferred
senseof displacementis in agreementwith that
predicted for transform faults; the motion is
oppositeto that expectedfor a simple offset of
the ridge. Thus, displacementsinferred by the
use of the assumptionof simple offset appear
to be incorrect, and worldwide shear nets deduced by such a procedure [e.g., Van Bern-

east Pacific near the Eltanin

fracture zone.

As Wilson [1965a] has pointed out., transform faults can only exist if there is crustal
displacement.The deducedmechanismsand the
distribution of earthquakes both seem to demand a processof sea-floorgrowth at or near
the crestof the mid-oceanicridge system.Transform faults also provide a relatively simple
mechanism for continental drift. Although the
East Africa rift valleys have been cited as examples of compressional,
extensional,or strikeslip tectonics, more recent discussionshave
largely centered on extensional mechanisms.
This interpretationbecamemore prevalentwith
the realizationthat the mid-oceanicridge system existed on a worldwide scale [Ewing and
Heezen, 1956]. Unfortunately, neither the seismological evidence nor the magnetic evidence
melen,1964] also indicat• the wrong senseof
for sea-floorgrowth gives information directly
motion on oceanic fracture zones.
pertinent to the tectonicsof the ridgesin the
Seismic activity on fracture zonesis confined
third dimension,depth.
almost exclusively to the region between the
Although there seems to be a considerable
two crestsof the ridge. This distribution of acvariation in the orientation of earthquake
tivity is a strong argument in favor of the
mechanismsin island arcs, one factor that
hypothesisof transform faults. Information obseemsto be commonamong many of the solutained from earthquake mechanismsand seistions for these regions is that the horizontal
micity is, of course,limited to a time scaleof a
component of compressionis approximately
few or a few tens of years for the mid-oceanic
perpendicularto ttie strike of the arc [Balakina
ridge. Sincea very similar behaviorwas found
et al., 1960; Lensen, 1960; Ichikawa, 1961;
for all the fracture zones investigated in this
Honda, 1962; Balakina, 1962; Ritsema,1964;
paper, the resultsare very likely to approximate
Isackset al., 1967].Thus,resultsfrom investigaclosely the tectonicsof the ridge system for
tions of the mechanismsof earthquakesseemto
muchlongerperiodsof time.
be indicative of a system of compressional
Of the six events that are characterized by a
tectonics in island arcs and of extensional teclarge component of normal faulting three oc- tonicsalongthe mid-oceanicridges.
curred in East Africa, one was located near the
continental shelf of Siberia, and two were situAcknowledgments. I thank Drs. J. Oliver, B. L.
ated on the mid-Atlantic ridge in a region Isacks, and J. Dorman of the Lamont Geological
where fracture

zones have not been found. Al-

though evidence for transform faults in East
Africa was not found in this study, Bloomfield
[1966] has suggestedthat a transform fault
may connecttwo portions of the Malawi rift.
This zone apparently follows an old line of
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